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Summary
Among the most well-established live media distribution technologies is content
delivery network (CDN), which improves user-perceived quality of service by delivering content from proxy servers deployed at the Internet’s edge. In recent years,
CDN providers started to tap into their subscribers’ peer-to-peer (P2P) capacity to
alleviate their server costs. Under the inherent peer dynamics, a major challenge of
these hybrid CDN-P2P systems is to provide efficient failure recovery with good
quality of service guarantees at a reduced server cost. In this work we propose
a cost-effective failover solution named CDNPatch to address the aforementioned
problem. CDNPatch enables peers to periodically precompute a few backup content
suppliers by efficient information exchange and maintenance algorithms, and leverages auxiliary CDN servers and an economic server provisioning algorithm to reduce
the chance of playback interruption occurring to peers. Our simulation results show
that CDNPatch can mask the impact of peer dynamics of 3 real P2P systems, namely,
SOPCast, PPStream, and PPTV, with 100% failure recovery success rate and a failure recovery time less than 1 second at a cost of small P2P communication overhead
of less than 1 kilobits per second, while using only 10%, 21%, and 51%, respectively,
of the pure CDN scheme’s server consumption.
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INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of high-speed access networks has made it
feasible to stream media content to end users over the Internet. However, it is still technically challenging to distribute
live media content to a group of end user subscribers with
good quality of service (QoS) performance. Among the most
well-established live media distribution technologies is content delivery network (CDN), which improves user-perceived
QoS performance by delivering content from edge servers
(proxy servers) strategically deployed at the Internet’s edge.
Today, major content providers like National Broadcasting
Company, Major League Baseball, and others pay CDN companies to deliver their live media content to their audience
of end users. Nevertheless, purely relying on dedicated edge
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servers, though offering good QoS performance, directly
translates into a high operational cost.
In recent years, CDN providers1,2 started to tap into their
subscribers’ peer-to-peer (P2P) capacity to alleviate some of
their own server costs. In such a hybrid CDN-P2P system
design, end user participants, usually called peers, typically
form 1 or more P2P overlay networks. These peers download most of live media content from the neighboring peers
in the overlay, while the CDN edge network is used to prime
the P2P networks and supplement the overall system capacity in an on-demand manner. The main challenge of a hybrid
CDN-P2P system is to provide good QoS guarantees at a
reduced operational cost under the influence of inherent peer
dynamics—the dynamism of peers joining and subsequently
departing from the system. As indicated in literature,3–5 in any
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sort of P2P live streaming network, peer dynamics often cause
temporary streaming interruption to the associated downstream peers. The longer the recovery of peers’ failed streaming connections, the greater the interruption to their media
playback. A natural solution to the aforementioned problem
is to equip the hybrid CDN-P2P system with an efficient failure recovery mechanism, whereby any involved peer therein
can use the CDN as a failover source for desired content in
the event that the given peer cannot locate the content from
the neighboring peers.
The goal of this paper is to develop a cost-effective
failover solution named CDNPatch for hybrid CDN-P2P live
streaming systems so that they can easily incorporate our
failover solution and hence achieve fast failure recovery at
the occurrence of peer dynamics in subject to a service-level
agreement. Although similar ideas were sketched in some
previous work,1,2,6–9 to date we are not aware of any existing
work that has presented an explicit, complete cost-effective
failover mechanism for hybrid CDN-P2P live streaming
systems while offering specific QoS guarantees, which motivates our work here. First of all, to speed up the recovery process in hybrid CDN-P2P live streaming, CDNPatch
enables peers to periodically precompute a few backup content suppliers by efficient information exchange and maintenance algorithms. CDNPatch reduces the cumbersome task
of P2P recovery to only failover to the backups. Furthermore, CDNPatch leverages auxiliary CDN servers and an
economic hybrid CDN-P2P service strategy to raise the system’s failure recovery success rate and reduce the chance of
playback interruption occurring to peers. Finally, we like to
emphasize that it is never our intention to invent a whole new
hybrid CDN-P2P system from the ground up, nor to renovate,
improve any existing CDN or P2P technology. Instead, we
limit the scope of this work to merely developing a failover
solution upon the basis of today’s well-adopted CDN and
P2P designs such as1,10 while minimizing the disruption to
their designs.
This work made the following contributions: (1) We
have developed a cost-effective failover solution for hybrid
CDN-P2P live streaming. Its design includes a server provisioning manager for estimating the amount of CDN server
capacity required by the system to meet a specific QoS target,
a lightweight protocol for peers to exchange local streaming information, and a neighbor maintenance algorithm to
assist peers in precomputing and selecting a sufficient number of backup content suppliers. (2) We have built a system
model for our proposal and have analyzed its performance
for communication and computation overheads. (3) We have
evaluated through simulation the performance of our solution
under different system settings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
surveys the existing work on P2P and CDN live streaming systems and hybrid CDN-P2P designs and relates them
to our own. Section 3 introduces the system architecture
and model. Section 4 presents the design rationale and the

operation of CDNPatch. Section 5 elaborates the implementation of CDNPatch’s key mechanisms. Sections 6 and 7 present
overhead analysis and simulation-based performance evaluation of CDNPatch under different system settings, respectively. Finally, Section 8 concludes and considers directions
for future work.

2
2.1

RELATED WORK
P2P live streaming

The early P2P live streaming systems were mostly constructed on a tree-based overlay network in which peers
are self-organized into end-system multicast tree(s). At the
root of the multicast tree is the media source that distributes a live media stream to peers through the tree structure. The tree-based P2P live streaming systems can be
further classified into 2 categories: the single-tree or the
multiple-tree.11 The single P2P multicast tree is considered
inefficient because peers on the bottom of the tree can hardly
serve other peers. The multiple-tree scheme divides a live
media stream into multiple sub-streams, each of which is distributed through an independent multicast tree. Some research
effort8 even proposed an enhanced failover mechanism for
P2P streaming over multiple multicast trees to provide backup
links during temporary disconnections. Generally speaking,
the multiple-tree scheme outperforms the single-tree scheme
of load balancing and fault resilience, but both of them suffer
performance degradation and expensive maintenance overhead in presence of high peer dynamics.
Different from the tree-based schemes, the so-called
mesh-based or data-driven scheme10 employs swarm-like
content delivery, whereby peers randomly connect to one
another and pull (fetch) content from any neighboring peers
in the overlay, to achieve robust live media delivery over the
Internet. The core design that contributes to its robustness
is to have peers gossip with one another and locate potential content suppliers based on gossip information stored in
their membership cache (mCache). The mesh-based scheme
is generally considered more fault-resilient and load-balanced
than the tree-based schemes, and its feasibility over the Internet has been validated by several large-scale P2P streaming experiments10 and real-system implementations.12,13 For
these reasons, this work is built on the design of mesh-based
P2P live streaming. In general, a main drawback of pure P2P
systems is that their dynamic nature makes it difficult to
provide QoS performance guarantees.

2.2

Content delivery networks

Content delivery networks emerged in the late 1990s when
Akamai14 launched the first large-scale commercial CDN
infrastructure to solve the flash crowd problem, in which
a sudden surge of user requests invoke large content trans-
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missions over long distances and overwhelm the Web site’s
infrastructure. A CDN is a collection of autonomous computers linked by the Internet and other networks, together with
the systems, software, protocols, and mechanisms designed
to facilitate delivery of Web content, streaming media, etc.
Most of the computers in a CDN are proxy servers, usually
called edge servers, placed strategically near end user access
networks. Third-party content providers can off-load content
delivery to a CDN by aliasing their domains to the domains
that are managed by the CDN’s authoritative domain name
service. The mapping of user requests to edge servers is performed by a simple domain name system (DNS) redirection
process. In specifics, Akamai maps each Internet Protocol
(IP) block to a certain server region; when a user request
triggers a DNS query to the local DNS server, the query is forwarded to Akamai’s DNS server, which in turn redirects the
user request to some edge server with the requested content
in the designated region. The CDN benefits include reduced
workload of the origin server and reduced access latency
experienced by end users.
With the increasing demands on streaming media in the
Internet, now, major CDN providers also incorporate streaming technologies into their server infrastructure. Media content can be streamed either live or on demand—the former
distributes media content recorded from live events to end
users on the fly, whereas the latter distributes pre-recorded
media content from some storage to end users on demand. For
on-demand media delivery, a content provider first uploads
content into a CDN’s storage facility from which the stored
content will be replicated to many data centers; an edge server
that receives a stream request downloads the content from its
optimal data-center location while serving the request. For
live media delivery, the entry-point edge server, while receiving a live stream from a content provider, is simultaneously
uploading that stream to a set of edge servers that in turn serve
the received live stream to end user subscribers. In either case,
all the involved edge servers must deliver media content without significant delay or jitter so that end users barely detect
interruption in the stream. Media content like a movie requires
tens of megabytes to several gigabytes of transmission and
storage overheads depending on its quality and duration, so
purely relying on dedicated edge servers to serve streaming
media results in a high operational cost.

2.3

Hybrid CDN-P2P service architecture

Several research efforts attempted to develop hybrid
CDN-P2P service architecture to support low-cost,
QoS-guaranteed live media distribution service. One of the
earliest milestones was set by Chen et al.,15 which proposed
a peer-server-peer architecture whereby live media content
is distributed through an overlay of dedicated servers to
different regions of a P2P network. The work of Xu et al.16
proposed another hybrid architecture in which the media
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distribution process evolves from CDN-only at the beginning, to hybrid CDN-P2P, and finally to P2P-only when
the content has enough replicas in the P2P swarm. Authors
Alasaad, Gopalakrishnan, and Leung,17 leveraged underutilized resources in a community network to form caches of
files that are desired in that community and hence reduced
the operational cost of the CDNs. The work of Kao and Lee18
proposed a set of proxy-assisted transmission schemes for
efficiently streaming a set of layered videos from a remote
server via the proxy server at the base station to multiple
heterogeneous and asynchronous clients in wireless networks. The work of Zhang et al.7 conducted a comprehensive
measurement study on Kankan, a leading video-on-demand
(VoD) streaming service provider in China that is based on
a hybrid CDN-P2P architecture. Their study showed that
Kankan adopts a dual-server mechanism to enhance start-up
streaming and provides the CDN acceleration in case of inefficient P2P streaming performance. Authors Esposito and
Cerroni19 proposed a content distribution protocol for hybrid
CDN-P2P systems. Their work leveraged Flajolet-Martin
sketches to estimate the number of distinct pieces in the CDN
and adopted a fractional knapsack-problem approach to use
upload capacity of peers. The work of P2PWeb20 proposed a
hybrid protocol associating the client/server and P2P architectures for IPTV delivery and optimized the provision of the
rarest chunk to improve the QoS. Authors Li et al.21 examined the relationship between the Internet infrastructure and
the video delivery throughput of a large-scale VoD system.
They found that crossing the Internet service provider (ISP)
or regional network border yields 15% to 20% speed loss,
and based on this observation, they evaluated the potentials
of edge caching and hybrid CDN-P2P in the improvement of
VoD streaming performance.
In recent years, CDN providers started to tap into their subscribers’ P2P capacity to alleviate some of their own server
costs. For instance, Akamai acquired RedSwoosh P2P distribution technology in year 2007 and later in year 2012 obtained
a US patent on its hybrid CDN-P2P architecture design.1 In
such a hybrid CDN-P2P system, end user participants typically form 1 or more P2P overlay networks and download
most of live media content from the neighboring peers in the
overlay, while the CDN edge network is used to prime the P2P
networks and serve as a failover media source in the event
the end users cannot locate the content from the neighboring
peers. Nevertheless, the work of Michael, Thomson, and Jay1
merely sketched a general idea about its invention and did
not present an explicit failover mechanism to cope with peer
dynamics. Another industrial effort was published in,2 presenting the design and deployment experiences with LiveSky,
a commercially deployed hybrid CDN-P2P live streaming
system, but regarding the issue of system instability under
peer dynamics, it gave only 1 general statement that peers who
suffer performance degradation because of peer dynamics can
retrieve data directly from the edge server until the peers
can find suitable content suppliers from the P2P network.
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The work of Lu et al.6 proposed a live streaming service
scheme through coordinating CDN and P2P, which allows
some CDN servers, termed CDN strong nodes, to decide
whether to serve content requests directly or to redirect the
requests to other peers known as P2P strong nodes. However, it is unclear how the design of Lu et al.6 precomputes
and allocates a sufficient amount of strong-node capacity in
advance, be it derived from the CDN or from the P2P network, to ensuring that in presence of the peer dynamics the
hybrid CDN-P2P system can meet specific QoS guarantees at
the minimum server cost.
Some research efforts were dedicated to improving
hybrid CDN-P2P streaming by coding techniques or by
energy-efficient mechanisms. Authors Lin and Lee22 discussed the adaptation of multiple description coding to reduce
the amount of bandwidth consumption of proxy servers in
CDN-P2P VoD systems. The work of Zhou, Xu, and Zhang23
modeled and evaluated the strength and weakness of a family
of coding strategies for CDN-based VoD streaming systems.
It showed that the system designers can take advantage of the
proposed model to balance the trade-off between coding gain
and coding overheads. Authors Milani and Calvagno24 presented a distributed packet classification strategy for multiple
description coded video streams that is based on a noncooperative game. The proposed classification strategy was
shown to be an efficient solution to support a diversity of
loss patterns of P2P or CDN multimedia streaming. Authors
Mandal et al.25 analyzed the energy consumption of a hybrid
CDN-P2P system in an IP-over-WDM network. They also
proposed energy-aware and energy-unaware content source
selection mechanisms to exploit P2P capacity and reduce the
load and/or the energy consumption of the CDN while meeting a same timing constraint. The work of Lawey, El-Gorashi,
and Elmirghani26 investigated different aspects related to BitTorrent’s energy efficiency in IP-over-Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) networks, validating the power savings
obtained by modeling and simulation through experimental
results.
Some recent research efforts aimed to improve bandwidth
allocation, scheduling, and other aspects of hybrid CDN-P2P
streaming systems. Authors Wu et al.9 studied systematic
strategies for allocating CDN bandwidth under the influence
of P2P factors and a fixed budget constraint. They showed
that a more optimal strategy would bias toward allocating proportionally more CDN bandwidth to smaller ISP networks.
The work of Meskovic, Kos, and Meskovic27 proposed a
chunk scheduling algorithm and a knapsack-problem model
to address the performance optimization problem of hybrid
CDN-P2P live streaming. The proposed scheduling algorithm
uses a Taboo search method to support prioritized chunk
delivery while optimizing bandwidth utilization by identifying and disposing of “useless available chunks” based on
chunks’ playback deadline. The work of Jeon, Jung, and
Chun28 proposed an ID-based Web Browser with ISP-friendly
P2P content delivery property. Authors Nam et al.29

considered a server farm CDN that uses P2P networking
to connect its edge servers and studied how the delay-cost
trade-off in the CDN’s server deployment can be improved by
the parameter tuning of P2P networking. Authors Sales et al.30
showed that Global Media Transmission Protocol can reduce
the start-up streaming delay in mobile devices and scale the
number of end users in a streaming system without increasing
the bandwidth consumption. They also discussed an incentive technique for encouraging users to share their network
resources.
As aforementioned, in hybrid CDN-P2P live streaming systems, peer dynamics can lead to temporary streaming interruption to the associated downstream peers and degrade the
QoS performance of these systems. Although the previous
research efforts addressed a broad range of issues related to
the hybrid CDN-P2P design, none of them presented a specific failover mechanism with relevant server provisioning
and maintenance algorithms to quickly and efficiently cope
with the transient effect of peer dynamics while offering QoS
guarantees, which motivates our work here.
3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODEL

In this section we introduce the system architecture and model
of our proposal. Table 1 lists the key notations used through
this paper. Our hybrid CDN-P2P system model is built upon
the basis of 2 well-adopted designs: Akamai’s CDN design1
and mesh-based P2P live streaming,10 and its architecture
is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the label “Edge Server
(Source)” denotes an edge server that serves as a media source
to prime a regional P2P network, while the label “Edge Server
(Auxiliary)” denotes an edge server that serves as an auxiliary failover source to a P2P network. As illustrated in the
figure, the default entry-point edge server, while receiving a
live media stream from the content provider, is simultaneously uploading that stream via the CDN edge network to a set
of edge servers, and the edge servers in turn serve the received
stream to end user subscribers. In a conventional CDN model,
an edge server acts only as a proxy server for legacy clients.
TABLE 1

Key mathematical notations

Symbol

Meaning

m

number of allowed neighbors per peer

K

number of the live media sub-streams

r

media streaming rate

vx,t

an active peer vx at time t

𝜇 x,t

vx,t ’s free upload capacity

x,t

neighbors of vx,t

x,t , x,t
̂ x,t

parents/children of vx,t , respectively

dx,t

the delay from the time the media was

backup parents of vx,t
sent by the edge server to the time it is played by vx,t

rxy,t

rate of the media stream from vx,t to vy,t

rx,t

rate of the media stream received by vx,t

𝜏m

length of CDNPatch’s maintenance period
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System architecture. CDN, content delivery network; P2P, peer-to-peer

However, in our hybrid CDN-P2P model, an edge server can
serve as a media source to prime a regional P2P network or
as an auxiliary failover source to be used by the P2P network
in the event that the peers therein cannot locate the content
from the neighboring peers. The former is required to host a
CDNPatch tracker/manager for (1) assisting new peers in the
joining process and (2) provisioning the minimally required
amount of auxiliary CDN server capacity for its regional P2P
network with respect to a service-level agreement. Note that
if a CDNPatch manager alone fails, its host will simply restart
the CDNPatch manager and everything will be back to normal
because of its soft-state maintenance mechanism. However, if
the host of the CDNPatch manager also fails, all the involved
peers will contact the CDN’s DNS server and then be redirected to another nearest edge server that is arranged to server
as their new CDNPatch manager.
A newly created peer joins the hybrid CDN-P2P live
streaming of our system by first contacting the CDN’s DNS
server, which in turn redirects the user request to some nearest edge server. The edge server then decides whether to serve
the new peer directly or redirect the new peer to other active
peers in its regional P2P network. In the latter scenario, the
new peer obtains from the edge server a list of active regional
peers as neighbor candidates and uses the peer list to establish
m neighbors in the P2P overlay. We use the term neighbors to
refer to peers with a direct overlay connection between themselves. Note that neighbors of a peer are only potential media
content suppliers because some neighbors just do not have
the requested media content or do not have enough upload
bandwidth to serve the requested media content. Peers also

maintain in their mCache a subset of active regional peers by
an underlying gossip protocol and contact them to maintain
m neighbors in the P2P overlay when needed. In case that a
peer and its neighbor barely exchange content or simply that
its neighbor has failed, the peer will replace this inactive or
failed neighbor with someone recorded in its mCache.
In the the remainder of the paper, we simply focus on
the system model of a single regional P2P network and its
associated CDN edge servers because all the regional P2P
networks in the system operate in the same manner independently from one another. For a specific regional P2P network
in the system, there must be 1 associated edge server acting as the media source distributing the live media stream
through this P2P network. The media source divides the live
media stream into a sequence of video blocks of uniform
length and organizes them into K sub-streams so that the i-th
sub-stream contains blocks with sequence number (i + j·K),
i ∈ {1,2, … ,K}, and j ∈ Z≥0 . The required streaming rate is
r kilobits per second (kbps). This regional P2P network at a
specific time t resembles an undirected graph Gt = (V t ,Et ),
where V t is the set of active peers in the system at time t and
Et is the set of overlay connections among peers in V t .
Video blocks received by a peer are first stored into a
synchronization buffer and then combined into 1 continuous
media stream. The resultant media stream is then fed into a
playout buffer from which the peer plays the media stream.
Peers store in buffermaps the availability information of the
latest video blocks in their buffers and exchange buffermaps
with their neighbors every second. Based on the received
buffermaps, peers subscribe to a sub-stream by sending a
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push-pull request to 1 of their neighbors and, if necessary,
pull from their neighbors the missing blocks with the closest
playback time first. If the push-pull request has been granted,
the requested neighbor and the requesting peer will form
a parent-child relationship so that the parent will continue
pushing all blocks in need of that sub-stream to its child‡ . The
parent re-selection strategy of Li et al.10 is adopted such that
each peer compares the buffermap status of its current parents with that of its neighbors and replaces the parent whose
buffermap status is lagging behind that of the neighbor or is
insufficient for timely delivery of the associated sub-stream.
At each peer, CDNPatch maintenance process is regularly
invoked every 𝜏 m seconds to maintain a sufficient number of
parents and backup parents and to send its demand for auxiliary server capacity to the CDNPatch manager. When a peer’s
parent has failed or is inadequate in serving the requested
sub-stream, the peer will try to fail over to a backup. Its last
resort is to fetch the sub-stream directly from its designated
auxiliary CDN server. For ease of explanation, we use x,t ,
x,t , x,t , and ̂ x,t to denote the neighbors, the parents, the
children, and the backup parents of a peer vx,t , vx,t ∈ V t . Moreover, we use 𝜇x,t to denote vx,t ’s free upload capacity and use
rxy,t and rx,t to denote the rate of the media stream transmitted
from vx,t to vy,t and the rate of the media stream received by
vx,t , respectively.
There already exists some work33 on measuring the available bandwidth of residential Internet access and some34,35
on provisioning dedicated server capacity to assist the P2P
system in achieving a streaming rate higher than the average uplink capacity of peers. To avoid repeating the work of
others, we make the following simplifications in our model.
First, we assume that r is less than the average peer uplink
capacity. Second, we assume that a peer can estimate its own
free upload bandwidth by using available bandwidth estimation tools such as Spruce.36 Finally, to speed up the search
for backup parents in the mCache, our design requires the
media source and peers to maintain synchronized clocks by
some technology like Network Time Protocol37 ; and when the
media source is about to send out a video block, it will record
the current time in the block’s header as its origin time. Thus,
any peer vx,t can evaluate its PlaybackDelay, denoted by dx,t ,
by subtracting the origin time of its received block from the
time the block is scheduled to be played at vx,t . Note that after
a peer starts playing the live media stream, its PlaybackDelay
approximates a constant value.

4

DESIGN OF CDNPATCH

This section elaborates the design of CDNPatch, including its
server provisioning, protocol, and maintenance operation.
‡

Peer-to-peer (P2P) literature10,31,32 shows that this hybrid push-pull method
offers a good performance trade-off between streaming throughput and fault
resilience.

4.1

Design rationale

CDNPatch implements a simple but effective concept—
achieve fast recovery of system performance by failover to
the backups. Modern mesh-based P2P design, as described in
Section 3, divides a live media stream into K sub-streams and
allows peers to retrieve the sub-streams from different parents by the push-pull method. The objective of CDNPatch is
to let every peer run its protocol and maintenance operation
to periodically maintain K parents in the neighbor set plus a
few backup parents for fast failover, so the peer’s streaming
rate is highly likely to be maintained at r kbps until the next
maintenance operation. The auxiliary CDN server is used as
the last recovery resort to meet the CDNPatch’s service-level
agreement.

4.1.1

Service-level agreement

The core of CDNPatch maintenance operation is to select
qualified backup parents for peers. The first qualification
for backup-parent selection is that if a peer vy,t is qualified to serve as a parent of vx,t , then vy,t must have
adequate free upload capacity to push a sub-stream to
vx,t . The second qualification is that vx,t must be able to
form a parent-child relationship with vy,t via a push-pull
request as described in Section 3, which yields an approximate timing constraint between their PlaybackDelay dx,t
and dy,t as
dx,t − B ≤ dy,t + 3𝛿xy,t +

|𝐵𝑀| + |𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘|
≤ dx,t ∀vy,t ∈ ̂ x,t ,
𝜇y

where B is the playback buffer size in unit of seconds, 𝛿 xy,t
is the end-to-end delay between vx,t and vy,t in unit of seconds, 𝜇y is vy ’s upload capacity in unit of kbps, and |BM| and
|block| are the sizes of a buffermap message and a video block
in unit of kilobits, respectively. Because the end-to-end delay
is between peers within a region of nearby end user access
networks, the transmission latency of a buffermap or of a
video block is mostly bounded by 0.2 seconds10 ; the second
qualification can be approximated, for use in practice, as
dx,t − B − 1 ≤ dy,t ≤ dx,t − 1, ∀vy,t ∈ ̂ x,t .
The following gives a formal definition on CDNPatch’s
service-level agreement based on the aforementioned design
rationale and backup-selection constraints:
Given a mesh-based P2P system Gt = (V t ,Et ), if CDNPatch
maintenance operation completes at some peer vx,t , vx,t ∈V t ,
then (1) vx,t should have K parents to sustain the required
streaming rate r, be them ordinary peers or virtual parents
acted by some auxiliary CDN server, and (2) with a high probability greater than (1 − 𝜖), where the value of 𝜖 represents
the playback discontinuity probability, vx,t should have sufficient backup parents or CDN server capacity in reserve for
fast failover. This service-level agreement can be expressed in
4 inequalities as
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𝜇y,t ≥

r
, ∀vy,t ∈ ̂ x,t ,
K

dx,t − B − 1 ≤ dy,t ≤ dx,t − 1, ∀vy,t ∈ ̂ x,t ,

(1)
(2)

parents if violation of constraint (4) occurs, and if necessary,
using va as the last recovery resort. The remainder of this
section will elaborate how CDNPatch is designed to perform
these tasks.

Pr(|x,t+Δt | + |̂ x,t+Δt | < K | ̂ x,t ) ≤ 𝜖, ∀Δt ∈ [0, 𝜏m ], (3)
4.2
rx,t ≥ r, |x,t | = K.

4.1.2

(4)

Operation of CDNPatch

According to its service-level agreement, CDNPatch maintenance process should be regularly invoked at every peer to
perform 4 tasks as illustrated in Figure 2: (1) information dissemination: periodically disseminate streaming-status information to neighbors and a subset of active peers in the system
by CDNPatch protocol and the underlying gossip protocol;
(2) backup maintenance: from the received streaming-status
information, a peer, say vx,t , should pick a minimum number
of qualified backup parents in subject to constraint (1), (2),
and (3); (3) CDN server provisioning: if the number of available backup parents falls short of what is needed, vx,t should
send a backup-demand message to the CDNPatch manager
to be able to obtain some auxiliary CDN server va , while
the CDNPatch manager adjusts the CDN server provisioning according to the received backup-demand information;
(4) failover recovery: vx,t rapidly fails over to ordinary backup

CDNPatch messages

We define 5 types of CDNPatch messages: neighbor-status,
backup-status, backup-request, backup-demand, and
backup-reply, for peers to report their streaming-status
information to the regional CDNPatch manager or to other
peers, and vise versa. Figure 3 illustrates the structures of
CDNPatch messages. Neighboring peers are required to
exchange neighbor-status messages, each of which contains
the 3-tuple information: PlaybackDelay, FreeCapacity, and
Substitute. Peer vx,t can request a backup-status message from
another peer vy,t by sending vy,t a backup-request message.
Backup-status messages are also piggybacked on the membership messages for gossip propagation. A backup-status
message has 3 fields: PlaybackDelay, FreeCapacity, and
StreamRate. Finally, a backup-demand message is used by
any arbitrary peer vx,t to inform the CDNPatch manager
of the number of backup parents that are needed by vx,t ,
whereas the CDNPatch manager replies with a backup-reply
message that contains a list of auxiliary CDN edge servers to
be used as backups. The fields of CDNPatch messages are
explained below:

Illustration of the overall operation of CDNPatch: (A) information dissemination; (B) backup maintenance; (C) CDN server provisioning; and (D)
failover recovery. See Section 4.2 for the definition of Substitute and the difference between a Substitute and a backup parent. CDN, content delivery network

FIGURE 2
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

CDNPatch messages: structure of (A) a neighbor-status message, (B) a backup-status message, (C) a backup-request message, (D) a
backup-demand message, and (E) a backup-reply message
FIGURE 3

1. PlaybackDelay of vx,t records dx,t in milliseconds.
2. StreamRate of vx,t is computed as the total size of the video
blocks vx,t has played during the last maintenance period
divided by 𝜏 m .
3. FreeCapacity of vx,t records the maximum number of
children that vx,t currently can support.
4. Substitute sent from vx,t to its child vy,t records a non-child
neighbor of vx,t that is used as a recommended substitute of vx,t for vy,t in case that vx,t suddenly fails. Note
that there is a significant difference between a Substitute and a backup parent—a backup parent can be used
to replace any failed parent, but a Substitute can only be
used to replace its recommender when the recommender
fails. The assignment of Substitute will be addressed
in Section 5.
5. BackupNumber of vx,t records the number of backup parents that are needed by vx,t .
6. AuxiliaryServerIP records the IP address of a recommended auxiliary CDN server to be used as a backup
parent.
4.3

CDNPatch manager

A CDNPatch manager is responsible for provisioning of
auxiliary CDN servers in subject to the service-level agreement. However, such resource provisioning must be built
upon some knowledge about the peer dynamics. We simply
assume that by employing some measurement mechanism

such as38–40§ , a CDNPatch manager can estimate the basic
average peer lifetime information of its regional P2P network,
which is the average time interval from the moment a peer
joins the P2P network to the moment it subsequently crashes
or departs from the P2P network.
Given that peer lifetimes follow a general cumulative distribution function (CDF) L(u) with an average value of L, then a
′
CDNPatch manager can estimate the value of K , the largest
number of the survivals out of K parents after a period of
𝜏 m seconds on condition that the associated survival proba′
bility must exceed (1 − 𝜖). In other words, K is the largest
′
integer
such that F(K −1;K,S(𝜏 m )) ≤ 𝜖, where F(k; n, p) =
∑k ( n ) i
i
i=0 i p (1 − p) denotes a general binomial CDF and S(u)
= 1−L(u) is the minimum survival probability of a parent after a period of u seconds. As a result, the CDNPatch
′
manager needs to provision at most a fraction (1 − KK ) of
r-kbps auxiliary CDN server capacity for each active peer in
the system.
The server provisioning method and the associated
backup-demand handler method used by the CDNPatch manager are shown in Figure 4. When a CDNPatch manager
receives a backup-demand message (D_MSG), it will process this message with the backup-demand handler method.
If the received message is not a duplicate (lines 1 to 2),

§

Here, we do not discuss the actual techniques to monitor and measure the
peer-churn statistics because these issues are out of the scope of this paper.
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FIGURE 5

Pseudo code of information dissemination process

FIGURE 6

Pseudo code of CDNPatch maintenance process

Pseudo code of the CDNPatch manager’s server provisioning

method

the CDNPatch manager will retrieve from the message the
BackupNumber (BN) information, which is the number of
backup parents demanded by the sender (line 3). An amount
′
, 1 − KK ) · r)-kbps auxiliary CDN capacity should
of (min( BN
K
be reserved for this peer and hence is added to the count
variable CAP (line 7). The server provisioning method is
invoked regularly by a CDNPatch manager every 𝜏 m seconds. This method begins by provisioning a list of auxiliary
CDN servers (ServerList) according to the computation result
stored in CAP (line 1). To avoid disrupting the original CDN
operation, we assume that the CDNPatch manager can accomplish the provisioning of auxiliary CDN servers via a function
call ProvisionCDNServer supported by the underlying CDN
infrastructure. For each received backup-demand message
with an associated BN value, the CDNPatch manager replies
with a backup-reply message that contains a list of BN auxiliary CDN servers uniformly selected from ServerList with
respect to their capacity (lines 2 to 5). Finally, the values of
CAP and V t are reset (line 6).

4.4

CDNPatch maintenance operation

Peers perform CDNPatch maintenance operation by executing 2 parallel processes, namely, information dissemination and CDNPatch maintenance, every 𝜏 m seconds.
The information dissemination process periodically sends
streaming-status information in CDNPatch messages to other
peers, whereas the CDNPatch maintenance process periodically screens the received CDNPatch messages and maintains
a sufficient number of parents and backup parents. When violation of constraint (4) occurs, CDNPatch maintenance will
replace failed or unqualified parents with backup parents or
auxiliary CDN servers until the violation is resolved.
Figure 5 shows the pseudo code of information dissemination. This process first sends neighbor-status and
backup-status messages to the corresponding recipients, x,t
and ̂x,t , respectively (lines 1 to 5). The set ̂x,t records the
senders of the received backup-request messages (line 4).

This process also piggybacks the backup-status messages
on the gossip messages (GOSSIP_MSG) that will be disseminated to other peers by the underlying gossip protocol
(line 6). If anything alters the content of CDNPatch messages, new CDNPatch messages will be created and sent to
the corresponding recipients.
The CDNPatch maintenance process has 2 methods:
backup maintenance and failover recovery, and the pseudo
code is shown in Figure 6. When backup maintenance begins
at peer vx,t , it first stores all the received Substitute information
(lines 1 to 3), then screens the received backup-status messages and inserts those that meet constraints (1) and (2) into
the backup-parent set ̂ x,t until constraint (3) is satisfied (lines
4 to 17). If the number of available backup parents falls short
of what is needed, a backup-demand message will be created
and sent to the CDNPatch manager (lines 5 to 9). In case that
some Parenti ∈ x,t is a virtual parent acted by some auxil-
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iary CDN server, this method will try to replace Parenti with
a qualified backup parent vi that has just been found (lines
12 to 13). The rest backup-status messages are stored in the
mCache (line 18). To speed up the search in the neighbor set,
those in (x,t ∖x,t ) that meet constraints (1) and (2) are sorted
in the descending order of their StreamRate (line 19).
The failover recovery method is executed every second at
the buffermap transmission timeout to check if parents are
still alive and to count the number of video blocks that were
received from each parent during the last second (lines 1 to 2).
If constraint (4) is not met, this method will call the ReplaceParent function to replace a failed or unqualified parent with
the corresponding Substitute (lines 3 to 4), or a backup parent
(line 5), or a neighbor (lines 6 to 7), or a mCache peer (lines 8
to 9) that is qualified to serve the sub-stream. The last resort
is to replace a failed or unqualified parent with some auxiliary CDN server va obtained from the backup-reply message
(lines 10 to 12). At last, this method will fill the neighbor set
with peers randomly selected from the mCache to retain the
random-mesh property (line 14). The computation speed of
this method is fast because of the preprocessing of received
CDNPatch messages. See Section 6 for detailed analysis.

5

Pseudo code of Substitute assignment algorithm

or V with dummy vertices to make them of an equal size
(line 2). Next, our solution sets the weight value for each
element in the matrix U × V (lines 3 to 7). In case that an
element is associated with a dummy vertex or that it leads
to violation of constraint (1) or (2), its weight value is set
to 0 (lines 4 and 5). Otherwise, its weight value is the minimum of the upload-capacity demand and the upload-capacity
supply associated with that element (line 6). Finally, after
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is invoked to compute the bijection
mapping F (line 8), our solution retrieves the result from F
for each child (lines 9 to 13).

IMPLEMENTATIONS O F CDNPATCH

The implementations of CDNPatch are straightforward as
described in the previous sections except for 2 parts: the Substitute assignment mentioned in Section 4.2, and evaluation of
streaming quality constraints mentioned in Section 4.4. This
section describes their implementations.

5.1

FIGURE 7

Substitute assignment

Sudden failure of any arbitrary peer will cause all of its children to simultaneously lose a parent. An effective approach
to facilitate P2P failover recovery from sudden peer failures
is to let every peer send to its children a recommended Substitute of itself. By doing so, the child can use this Substitute
as a backup-parent option. We formulate the assignment of
Substitute at an arbitrary peer, say vx,t , as the following optimization problem with the objective of maximally matching
the free upload capacity of (x,t ∖ x,t ) to the upload demand
of x,t , assuming that vx,t departed from the system.
Substitute assignment problem: Given a peer vx,t , the
weight function W ∶ x,t × (x,t ∖ x,t ) → R defines the maximum amount of free upload capacity that (x,t ∖ x,t ) can
provide to meet the demand of x,t in case that vx,t suddenly
fails. The objective is to find a bijection function F ∶ x,t →
∑
(x,t ∖ x,t ) such that vz,t ∈x,t W(vz,t , F(vz,t )) is maximized.
Our solution to the aforementioned Substitute assignment
problem is shown in Figure 7, which is developed based on
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. At the beginning, the neighbor set
x,t is split into 2 disjoint sets: the children set U and the
non-children set V (line 1). The FillDummy function fills U

5.2

Streaming-quality estimation

In mesh-based P2P live streaming, every peer keeps track of
how many video blocks it has received from each of its parents during the last second. This count information allows
CDNPatch maintenance process to evaluate if constraint (4)
is violated. When this process is invoked at peer vx,t , it iteratively checks whether or not rix,t ≥ Kr , ∀vi,t ∈ x,t . Any failed
or unqualified parents will be replaced by qualified ones or by
some auxiliary CDN servers.
For evaluation of constraint (3) at peer vx,t , we need to deter̂ K̂ ≥ K, so the probability that
mine the smallest value of K,
at least (K − |x,t |) out of (K̂ − |x,t |) parents or backup parents survive after 𝜏 m seconds exceeds (1 − 𝜖), where |x,t | is
the number of qualified parents in x,t with a unique Substitute. Based on the survival analysis in Section 4.3, we know
that K̂ is the smallest integer such that F(K − |x,t | − 1; K̂ −
|x,t |, S(𝜏m )) ≤ 𝜖. The corresponding implementation is similar to the server provisioning method in Figure 4. It first
obtains the count information about |x,t | and then computes
̂ When |̂ x,t | reaches (K̂ − K), our evaluation
S(𝜏 m ) and K.
method will return TRUE as the result; otherwise, it will
return FALSE.

6
6.1

OVERHEAD ANALYSIS
Communication overhead

CDNPatch’s communication overhead is mainly determined
by 2 factors: the size of the neighbor set and the size of
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the backup-parent set. CDNPatch requires each peer to send
to its neighbors a 9-byte neighbor-status message every 𝜏 m
seconds, so the communication overhead because of the
neighbor-status messages is 𝛩(m/𝜏 m ) bytes per second per
peer. In comparison, in an ordinary mesh-based P2P system,
each redundant parent of a peer must be maintained as its
neighbor and every second they have to exchange a buffermap
message of hundred bytes.
Regarding the communication overhead because of the
backup-status messages, each backup parent of a peer vx,t
should send a 7-byte backup-status message to vx,t every
𝜏 m seconds, so the associated communication overhead is
̂ m ) bytes per second per peer, where K̂ is determined
(K∕𝜏
̂ S(𝜏m )) ≤ 𝜖. Hoeffding’s inequality yields an
by F(K − 1; K,
̂ S(𝜏m )): F(K − 1; K,
̂ S(𝜏m )) ≤
upper bound on F(K − 1; K,
2
̂
(pK−K)

2
̂
(pK−K)

e−2 K̂ , where p = S(𝜏 m ). Now, solving e−2 K̂
= 𝜖 for
̂
̂
̂
K on condition
that K ≥ K, we obtain a lower bound on K:
√
− ln 𝜖+4pK+ (ln 𝜖)2 −8pK ln 𝜖
. For 𝜏m ≪ L, p≈1 and 𝜖 is a small
4p2
constant fraction, so CDNPatch’s communication overhead
because of the backup-status messages is (K∕𝜏m ) bytes per
second per peer. Summing up, because K is less than m and the
neighbor-status messages, compared with the backup-status
messages, contribute to most of CDNPatch’s communication
overhead, CDNPatch’s overall communication overhead is
𝛩(m/𝜏 m ) bytes per second per peer.

6.2

Computation overhead

Failover recovery is the only computation that copes with
recovery of P2P live streaming quality on the fly, whereas the
computations of backup maintenance and Substitute assignment are executed in the background every 𝜏 m seconds.
Because the failover recovery method checks K parent connections iteratively, its time complexity is Θ(K) even though
its actual execution time is less than a second.
Our implementation of the backup maintenance method
yields a time complexity of (m log m) as explained below.
When backup-status messages arrive at a peer, a preprocessing module will be invoked to check the received
backup-status information and to store the qualified ones
in a sorted list named QualifiedBackup in subject to constraints (1) and (2). When the backup maintenance method
begins, it determines the minimum size of the backup-parent
set by looking up a precomputed reference table instead
of computing the minimum size on the fly. Suppose this
minimum size is k, then backup maintenance simply uses
the first k peers in the QualifiedBackup list as the backup
parents. The aforementioned procedure takes only a time
complexity of (1). However, it takes a time complexity
of (m log m) for backup maintenance to sort the neighbor
set, so the overall time complexity of backup maintenance
is (m log m).
The Substitute assignment method is developed based on
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm with time complexity of (m3 ).

TABLE 2

Summary of CDNPatch’s overheads

CDNPatch Overhead
Communication Overhead

Asymptotic Bound
Θ(m/𝜏 m )

- neighbor-status message

Θ(m/𝜏 m )

- backup-status message

(K∕𝜏m )

Computation Overhead (on-the-fly)

Θ(K)

- substitute assignment (background)

Θ(m3 )

- backup maintenance (background)

(m log m)

- failover recovery (on-the-fly)

Θ(K)

On a personal computer with a 2.0 GHz CPU, it takes less
than 0.2 seconds to solve Substitute assignment problem for
m ≤ 100. Note that m = 100 is a reasonable upper bound on
the neighbor-set size according to P2P literature.10
Table 2 summarizes the complexity of CDNPatch’s communication and computation overheads.

6.3

Auxiliary CDN capacity consumption

The mesh-based P2P live streaming system is built upon a
randomized overlay network, so it is very difficult to analyze how many Substitute backup parents a peer may find in
𝜏 m seconds and hence how much upload capacity a peer may
need from the auxiliary CDN servers to meet the service-level
agreement. However, the analysis in Section 4.3 shows that
the auxiliary CDN server capacity consumed per peer is
′
upper bounded by a fraction (1 − KK ) of r kbps, where
′
′
K is the largest integer such that F(K −1;K,S(𝜏 m )) ≤ 𝜖.
In the next section we will evaluate CDNPatch’s performance for auxiliary CDN capacity consumption by simulation
methodology.

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we study through simulation the effectiveness and the efficiency of our CDNPatch proposal. We first
explain the simulation setup that is used to conduct the simulation experiments, then present some representative results
and discuss their implications.

7.1

Simulation setup

We have implemented an OMNeT++ simulation that captures
the major features of a generic hybrid CDN-P2P system as
well as the functionality of mesh-based P2P live streaming
and the design of CDNPatch. This simulation only serves as
a proof of concept, so we make a few simplifications in its
setup: (1) our simulation considers end users’ Internet access
bandwidth be the bottleneck to P2P live media streaming in
a regional P2P network; (2) we simulate the end-to-end propagation delay in a regional P2P network by a random value
from 10 to 150 milliseconds according to the previous work10 ;
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(3) existing hybrid CDN-P2P literature did not provide an
explicit design of dynamic server provisioning and failover
mechanisms comparable to the design of CDNPatch, so in the
simulation experiments we use the pure mCache mechanism,
which does not have access to an extra auxiliary CDN server
capacity, to set the baseline performance for evaluation of the
failure recovery performance of CDNPatch, and evaluate the
cost effectiveness of CDNPatch against the cost of the pure
CDN scheme; (4) for fair comparison with CDNPatch design,
we simulate the mCache mechanism by a stochastic process
that uniformly samples the active peers in the system every 𝜏 m
seconds; (5) to prevent the system from dying out, our simulation makes the failed peers rejoin immediately as newly
initialized peers.
Table 3 lists the default settings of our simulation experiments that are similar to those used in the study of Li et al.10
At the beginning of the simulation, 1000 peers join a regional
P2P swarm of the hybrid CDN-P2P system as described in
Section 3, and peers hear from the tracker that peer lifetimes
follow a general distribution function L(u) with an average of
L seconds. Our simulation adopts several peer-lifetime models, including (1) an exponential CDF: L(u) = 1−e−(e/393) with
L = 393 seconds, and (2) 3 Weibull peer-lifetime models from
P2P measurement literature,41 namely, PPTV (PPLive) Life0.24
time: L(u) = 1 − 2.01 · e−(u∕12.262) with L = 393 seconds
and u ≥ 2.8 seconds, PPStream Lifetime: L(u) = 1 − 1.20 ·
0.39
e(u∕322.07) with L = 1222 seconds and u ≥ 4.1 seconds, and
0.45
SOPCast Lifetime: L(u) = 1−1.08·e(u∕993.79) with L = 1861
seconds and u ≥ 3.4 seconds. Each peer can maintain at most
m = 20 neighbors. We use the 2-class model from the study
of Kumar, Liu, and Ross42 to simulate the heterogeneity in
peers’ upload capacity. In our 2-class model, a small fraction
5% of the peers are classified as super peers each with 1-Mbps
upload capacity, and the remaining peers are ordinary peers
each with 500-kbps upload capacity. The media source in the
system has an upload capacity of 10 Mbps and can serve up
to 20 children. The media source streams the live media at a
TABLE 3

rate of r = 450 kbps with K = 10 sub-streams and with a uniform block size of 10 kilobits, which leaves only 50-kbps free
upload capacity per peer that can be used for other information
exchange. Although long start-up buffering helps in reducing
some playback interruptions, most of the live media audience perceives a long start-up delay as an indication of poor
QoS. Because of this reason, we fix the peers’ start-up delay
to merely 10 seconds, so peers can buffer up to 20 seconds’
media content and start playing the live media immediately
when the playback buffer is half loaded. Peers can store a list
of 100 peers in their mCache. There is 1 CDN edge server
acting as a media source to prime this regional P2P network;
it also hosts the CDNPatch tracker/manager for (1) assisting
new peers in the joining process and (2) provisioning the minimally required amount of auxiliary CDN server capacity for
its regional P2P network. The CDNPatch maintenance timeout period is 𝜏 m = 30 seconds, and the playback discontinuity
probability 𝜖 is 1%.
The following metrics are used to evaluate the system’s
failure recovery performance:
1. Failure recovery time: is the time elapsed from the
moment a failure event occurs to the moment the affected
peer has subsequently recovered its playback rate.
2. Failure recovery success rate: is the fraction of the
affected peers that have recovered their playback rate
within a limited time period.
3. Playback continuity index (PCI): is the ratio of the number
of video blocks that have been played by the peer during
the last second over the total number of video blocks that
should have been played every second. (PCI ≡ 0) means
the worst video playback quality; (PCI ≡ 1) means the best
video playback quality without any interruption.
4. Communication overhead: is the amount of upload
bandwidth per peer that is consumed by exchange of
buffermaps or CDNPatch messages.
5. Auxiliary CDN capacity consumption: is the average
amount of the auxiliary CDN server capacity that has been
provisioned and used for each peer.

Default simulation settings

Parameter

Value

Media Source Capacity

10 Mbps

7.2

Media Streaming Rate

450 kbps

The first objective of our simulation experiments is to compare the failure recovery performance of a hybrid CDN-P2P
live streaming system with and without using CDNPatch.
During the simulation run-time of each case, we uniformly
sample 30 active peers, make a fraction 𝜂 of their parents
simultaneously leave the system, and then measure their failure recovery performance during the following-up period of
300 seconds. We test the P2P system’s failure recovery performance of both cases with a set of failure rates, 𝜂 ∈{0.1, 0.
2, 0. 3, 0. 4, 0. 5}. The failure rate 𝜂 = 0.5 is high enough for
our system settings because with an average peer lifetime of
about 7 minutes, the chance that a peer loses more than half
of its parents in 30 seconds is slim.

Video Block Size
Number of Sub-streams
Peer Upload Capacity

10 kilo-bits
10
500 kbps (95%)
1 Mbps (5%)

Expected Peer Lifetime

393 s (Exponential)
393, 1222, 1861 s (Weibull)

Neighbor-set Size

20 peers

Start-up Buffering

10 s

mCache Capacity

100 peers

End-to-end Delay

10 to 150 ms

CDNPatch Maintenance Period (𝜏 m )

30 s

Playback Discontinuity Probability (𝜖 )

1%

CDNPatch vs mCache
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FIGURE 8 Failure recovery time against failure rate 𝜂 : with and without using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (30s,1%). CDN, content
delivery network

FIGURE 9 Failure recovery success rate against failure rate 𝜂 : with and without using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (30s,1%). CDN,
content delivery network

We plot in Figures 8 and 9 the resultant failure recovery
performance of failure recovery time and failure recovery success rate. These results reveal that (1) CDNPatch effectively
reduces the task of failure recovery to merely failover to the
backups that takes less than a second to complete. For the
experiments with 𝜂 ≤ 0.4, CDNPatch delivers a remarkable
100% failure recovery success rate and a failure recovery time
less than 1 second at a cost of P2P communication overhead
of less than 1 kbps, while consuming 92.1-kbps, 138-kbps,
184-kbps, and 322-kbps auxiliary CDN server capacity per
peer under the impact of the exponential, SOPCast, PPStream,
and PPTV peer-lifetime model, respectively. Even for 𝜂 =
0.5, CDNPatch still delivers a 90% failure recovery success
rate. (2) In comparison, the hybrid CDN-P2P system that
relies on the pure mCache likely yields a poor failure recovery success rate and cannot deliver timely failure recovery.
Even at a low failure rate of 𝜂 = 0.1, the hybrid CDN-P2P

system on average takes more than 10 seconds to find a qualified parent candidate from the mCache. As the failure rate
𝜂 increases to more than 0.2, the averaged failure recovery
time increases to more than 80 seconds and the averaged failure recovery success rate quickly drops from 90% to 40%
then to 20%.
For the experiment with 𝜂 = 0.5, we plot in Figures 10
and 11 the averaged PCI of the peers that were affected by
the failure event to be able to see how much CDNPatch
improves the stability of the system’s failure recovery performance. It shows that CDNPatch delivers a timely and
stable failure recovery—there is only 1 transient glitch on the
curves a few seconds after the occurrence of the failure event,
but CDNPatch rapidly restores the playback quality of the
affected peers back to PCI ≥ 0.9. This is because with the
setting of 𝜖 = 1%, each peer has at most 4 backup parents
or an equivalent amount of auxiliary CDN server capacity
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FIGURE 10 Playback continuity of the peers affected by the failure event against time: without using CDNPatch (pure mCache) under the system settings of
(𝜂 ,𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (0.5, 30s,1%). PCI, playback continuity index

FIGURE 11 Playback continuity of the peers affected by the failure event against time: using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜂 ,𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (0.5,
30s,1%). PCI, playback continuity index

7.3
Impact of playback discontinuity probability
and maintenance period

performance in Figure 12. With this setting, CDNPatch can
completely mask the impact of a 50% parent-failure rate and
deliver a remarkable failure recovery performance with a
100% failure recovery success rate and a failure recovery
time less than 1 second while consuming a communication
overhead of less than 1 kbps and an amount of 138-kbps,
184-kbps, 230-kbps, and 368-kbps auxiliary CDN capacity per peer under the exponential, SOPCast, PPStream, and
PPTV peer-lifetime model, respectively.
Next, we examine the impact of the maintenance period 𝜏 m
on the failure recovery performance. We use the setting of
(𝜏 m ,𝜖) = (10s,1%)¶ and a couple of failure rates, 𝜂 ∈ {0.1,
0. 2}, to test the P2P system’s failure recovery performance

To examine the impact of the playback discontinuity probability 𝜖, we rerun the previous simulation experiment with
(𝜏 m ,𝜖) = (30s,0.1%), and plot CDNPatch’s failure recovery

¶
It becomes unrealistic to expect that a P2P system could refresh every peer’s
mCache content every 𝜏 m <10 seconds.

in reserve, which are not enough to handle the failure scenario of 𝜂 = 0.5 where some peers may simultaneously lose at
most 5 of their parents. On the other hand, the failure recovery performance of the pure mCache scheme is poor—after
the 300-second measurement period, only 20% of the affected
peers have been fully recovered (PCI = 1.0), 40% of the peers
have a playback rate between 300 and 400 kbps (PCI = (0.7,
0.9)), and the remaining peers have a very poor playback rate
below 300 kbps (PCI = (0.5,0.7)).
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Failure recovery time and failure recovery success rate against failure rate 𝜂 : with using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜏 m ,𝜖 ) = (30s,

0.1%).

FIGURE 13

Failure recovery time against failure rate 𝜂 : with and without using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (10s,1%).

because with an average lifetime of about 7 minutes, the
chance that a peer loses more than 20% of its parents in
10 seconds is comparable to the chance that a peer loses
more than half of its parents in 30 seconds. The experimental results are plotted in Figures 13 and 14. The figure
shows that CDNPatch delivers an outstanding failure recovery performance, the same as before, while consuming a
communication overhead of less than 1 kbps and 46-kbps,
46-kbps, 92-kbps, and 230-kbps auxiliary CDN capacity per
peer under the exponential, SOPCast, PPStream, and PPTV
peer-lifetime model, respectively. The figure also shows that
with the use of a small value of 𝜏 m =10 seconds, the failure recovery time of the pure mCache scheme has been
improved to less than 15 seconds, but its failure recovery success rate is still quite low—it achieves a 90% and
a 60% failure recovery success rate at 𝜂 = 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively. We have conducted another experiment with

(𝜏 m ,𝜖) = (10s, 0.1%), but the results look almost identical to
those shown in Figures 13 and 14.
We finally list in Table 4 the CDN capacity consumption and the P2P communication overhead under different
settings of the playback discontinuity probability 𝜖 and the
maintenance period 𝜏 m . As outlined in Table 4, CDNPatch’s
gain in the failure recovery performance comes at a small
per-peer communication overhead of less than 1 kbps. By
using CDNPatch with the setting of 𝜏 m =10 seconds, a hybrid
CDN-P2P system can mask the peer dynamics’ impact of 3
real P2P systems, namely, SOPCast, PPStream, and PPTV,
with 100% failure recovery success rate and a failure recovery
time less than 1 second at a cost of small per-peer communication overhead of less than 1 kbps per second, while using
only about 10%, 21%, and 51%, respectively, of the pure CDN
scheme’s server-capacity consumption.
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FIGURE 14

Failure recovery success rate against failure rate 𝜂 : with and without using CDNPatch under the system settings of (𝜏 m , 𝜖 ) = (10s,1%)

Summary of the CDN capacity consumption and the P2P
communication overhead under different settings of 𝜖 and 𝜏 m

TABLE 4

Buffermap Message

Overhead
(𝜏 m =30s)

Overhead
(𝜏 m =10s)

44 kbps

44 kbps

CDNPatch Message
– 𝜖 = 1%

0.052 kbps

0.151 kbps

– 𝜖 = 0.1%

0.054 kbps

0.151 kbps

Auxiliary CDN Capacity Consumption

examinations. First, we believe that it is possible to further improve CDNPatch’s hybrid service strategy and reduce
its CDN capacity consumption. Second, it would be of
interest to find the Pareto frontier of the hybrid CDN-p2p
failure recovery strategies in subject to different QoS and
cost constraints. Furthermore, some possible future work
for CDNPatch includes supporting the QoS negotiation with
multiple CDN service providers and experimenting with
large-scale scenarios for Internet-based CDNs.

– exponential (L = 393 s)
𝜖 = 1%

92.1 kbps

46 kbps

𝜖 = 0.1%

138 kbps

46 kbps

– PPTV (L = 393 s)
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